PB-500
Pocket Balance


Accurate and Reliable– Unparalleled
weighing performance, with the advantage
of low cost and affordability.

Counting Function– Simple counting
function available for counting small items

Standard Weighing Modes– Include
grams, ounces, pennyweights and troy
ounces.


Capacity– 500 g

Battery Powered– Batteries included. Auto
power off enhances battery life.

Portable– Convenient and lightweight
compact design provides weighing
capability anywhere.

PB-500 Pocket Balance
Features

Specifications

The Brecknell PB-500 offers a convenient, compact and
portable weighing capability.
This elegant looking product offers unparalleled weighing performance, with the advantage of low cost and
affordability.

PB-500 Capacity:
500 g x 0.1 g
17.640 oz x 0.005 oz
320.0 dwt x 0.1 dwt
16.080 ozt x 0.005 ozt

Standard features include grams, ounces, pennyweights and troy ounce weighing modes, parts counting
and auto power off to enhance battery life.

Modes:
Weighing (g, oz, dwt, ozt), piece counting,
auto power off (standard 120 seconds)

Offered in a stylish and tough ABS case with a useful
top plate cover that protects the weighing platform from
accidental damage, while doubling as a draft shield for
more accurate weighing.

Function Keys: on/ off, tare (zero), count,
mode (unit switching)

Batteries and a multilingual user instruction manual are
included.

Power: 2 x 1.5 V AAA batteries (included)

Display: 0.5” (13 mm) 7 segment LCD
Operating Temperature: 10o C to 35o C (50° F to 95° F)
Dimension:
Scale: 5.2″ x 3.2” x 0.9″ (133 mm x 81 mm x 23 mm)
Weighing Platter: 2.4″ x 3.0″ (61 mm x 75 mm)
Weight: 0.3 lb (135 g)
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